
Guru RaamDas Jee was born as Jetha and raised in poverty by
his naniji (mother’s mother). Jetha was a virtuous soul from

young, perhaps something They gained living a life with limited
food, water and comforts. Things we take for granted.
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Guru RaamDas Jee is the 4th Guru of the Sikhs. Guru Sahib Jee is the
son-in-law to the 3rd Nanak, Guru AmarDas Jee and father to the 5th

Guru, Guru Arjun Dev Jee.

Guru RaamDas Jee‘s devotion was at an exemplary level. Along with carrying out cleaning,
scrubbing and washing of the dharmsala (the name for Gurdwara) with complete love, He was

completely at the surrender of Guru Jee. When it was time for Guru AmarDas Jee to choose His
successor, He decided to test both His sons-in-law. Guru Sahib asks them to build a platform for

Him. They both built the platform, only to have Guru Jee say ‘This is not built correctly. build it
again.’ The two sons-in-law went and dismantle the building and rebuilt it. But again Guru

AmarDas Jee was not happy. After the third attempt and still with the Guru not satisfied, Bhai
Raam said, ‘no! I will not rebuild it again’ but Bhai Jetha fell at the Guru’s feet and said, ‘My Guru I
have failed to understand your instruction. Please bless me with the understanding so I can serve
you'. Guru AmarDas Jee made Bhai Jetha stand and in front of the Sangat said, you have seen
Bhai Jetha stay devotional, and thus passed the test. In every way, He is fit to take my place as

Guru. 

There are different opinions on how Guru AmarDas Jee acquired the land of
Harmandar Sahib but it is safe to say that it was Guru RaamDas Jee and Bibi

Bhani Jee (His wife) who were entrusted to build Harmandar Sahib and Darbar
Sahib. Under the instruction of Guru RaamDas Jee, the city of Amritsar was built

around Harmandar Sahib. The Sarovar, holy water around Darbar Sahib was
dugout. The water element around Darbar Sahib has healing components as the

water (Amrit) is listening and absorbing Gurbani non-stop. The gold on
Harmandar Sahib was added by Maharaj Ranjit Singh, sadly. The adding of the

gold completely contradicts the genius architecture of the entire complex and what
it represents. 

Guru RaamDas Jee wrote 638 shabads in Sri Guru Granth Sahib Jee. They were all composed
in the 30 ragas. One of the significant shabads was the one that gives a clear and direct order

as to what a Sikh is : 
Gur Satgur Ka Jo Sikh Aakaaee

One who calls himself a sikh of the Guru…
Guru RaamDas Jee also wrote the Laava(n) da paath, the sikh wedding shabad, a powerful
composition that directly tells us the 4 stages of spirituality.  Guru RaamDas Jee established

and built Amritsar City and Harmandar Sahib and further developed the Massands
institution. Although Guru came from nothing, They became everything - God on earth. An

example to us every day to surrender to Gurbani and Sikhi and allow Vaheguru to shower us
with our hearts desire. 

 


